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 Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) and its variants are important tools as noninvasive biomarkers  for  studying  biochemical  processes  in vivo  (4, 5).  By  genetically  coding  for  a fluorescent protein  (FP)  to be  fused  to a protein of  interest,  the FP can be endogenously expressed in a target organ or tissue and used to monitor real time events in living cells by employing  fluorescence  microscopy  (4).  All  genetically  encoded  FPs  have  a  similar structure,  with  11  beta  sheets  forming  a  barrel  around  a  central  chromophore  (4).  The chromophore  matures  from  amino  acid  residues  autocatalytically  in  the  presence  of molecular oxygen by means of  internal  tripeptide  cyclization, dehydration,  and oxidation (4).  By modifying  protein  sequences  at  the  genetic  level,  monomeric  FPs  with  emission wavelengths spanning the visible spectrum have been obtained (6‐8).  The FPs discussed herein are red‐emitting FPs, or Red Fluorescent Proteins (RFPs). These red‐emitting proteins have received particular attention because their fluorescence can be easily distinguished from the yellow‐green autofluorescence of cells and because the reduced light scattering of  longer wavelength photons permits their use as biomarkers in thick  tissues  (9). The RFP  chromophore goes  through a multi‐step  reaction  that  involves covalent modification of the protein backbone to create a red‐shifted variant (10). The  stability  of  FPs  against  denaturing  and  (non‐photochemical)  loss  of fluorescence  has  been  studied  with  respect  to  temperature  (11)  and  pH  (1,  10).  It  was found that GFP and its variants are highly resistant to denaturation. Yang et al. suggested that  this enhanced stability  can be attributed  to  the beta‐barrel  tertiary  structure of GFP and  its mutants  (5). The stability of FPs with respect  to pressure can also provide useful information  about  their  properties  (11).  For  example,  fluorescence  measurements  at 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various  pressures  can  provide  information  about  how  perturbations  to  the  hydrogen bonding  network  around  the  chromophore  and  stiffening  of  the  chromophore  affect  the fluorescence of an FP. Studies on the effects of pressure on GFP (1), BFP (2), and YFP (3) have been previously conducted. GFP and  its variants were found to retain their ambient fluorescent  intensity  up  to  600 MPa,  after which  some  of  the  variants  lost  intensity  (1). Scheyhing  et  al.  observed wild‐type  GFP  to  retain  its  secondary  structure  up  to  1.3  GPa (11). BFP was found to exhibit a small gain (around 10%) in fluorescence intensity upon an increase  in  pressure  up  to  570 MPa,  the maximum  attainable  pressure  in  the  study  (2). Upon the  increase  in pressure to 50 MPa,  the  fluorescence  intensity of a cryo‐cooled YFP variant,  citrine,  was  observed  to  increase,  after  which  a  decrease  in  intensity  and  a concomitant  blue  shift were  found;  the  intensity  of  citrine  fluorescence  at  200 MPa was measured  to  be  roughly 1 percent  of  its  intensity  at  50 MPa  (3). However,  the  effects  of pressure on RFPs have not yet been studied. 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Figure 1: Crystal structures of studied RFPs: (A) TagRFP‐S, TagRFP‐T (12); (B) mKO (13); (C) mOrange (10); (D) mStrawberry (10); and (E) mCherry (10)   Crystal  structures  reveal  that  RFPs  have  a  conserved  5‐[(4‐hydroxyphenyl)‐methylene]‐imidazolone chromophore (see Figure 1) (10, 12, 13). The crystal structure of mOrange2  has  not  been  found.  However,  the  chromophore  structure  of  mOrange,  from which  mOrange2  is  a  direct  descendent,  is  identical  to  that  of  mOrange2;  the  only differences  lie  in  the  surrounding  residues  (14).  mKO  and  mOrange2  contain  tricyclic chromophores,  and  mCherry,  TagRFP‐S,  TagRFP‐T,  and  mStawberry  contain  bicyclic chromophores. mKO and mOrange2 have an additional  ring  structure  attached  to  the C3 carbon of  the  imidazolone moiety  (13).  This  ring  is  a  substituted dihydrothiazole  ring  in mKO and a substituted dihydrooxazole ring in mOrange2. In contrast, this ring is absent in 
tions that seem to be related to its protonation state. In
mCherry and mStrawberry, Glu 215 appears to be protonated
at pH < 10, while in mOrange, Glu 215 is probably
deprotonated. As evidence for the protonation state and in
contrast to DsRed, in mCherry, Glu 215 forms a hydrogen
bond (2.7 Å) with the imidazolinone ring nitrogen (N2,
Figure 3B). In mStrawberry at pH 9.5, the electron-density
map suggests disorder of Glu 215 with two conformations:
in conformation A, it is hydrogen-bonded to the N2 (2.7 Å)
as in mCherry, while in conformation B, it is further away
from N2 (3.7 Å), as in mOrange (data not shown). In
mStrawberry at pH 10.5, Glu 215 has only one conformation
(4.0 Å from N2) and appears to be hydrated by several water
molecules. We take this observation as evidence that the
chromophore N2 is uncharged, as is commonly assumed.
Unusual CoValent Chromophore Modifications. The (Fo
- Fc) omit map of mOrange, contoured at the 8σ level (green
in Figure 4A), reveals unprecedented covalent modifications
to the protein backbone. The side-chain Oγ of Thr 66 forms
a covalent bond with the carbonyl carbon of Phe 65 to form
2-hydroxy-dihydrooxazole (Scheme 1 and Figure 4A).
However, after automated refinement, the apparent C-O
bond length is unusually long,∼1.55 Å averaged over chains
A and B. We interpret this apparently long bond to be a
consequence of partial maturation and the presence in the
crystal of a statistical mixture of reacted and unreacted
chromophore species (see the Discussion).
In mStrawberry at pH 9.5, Thr 66 Oγ may also react with
the carbonyl carbon of Phe 65 although to a lower extent.
The distance between these atoms refined to be 2.8 Å, which
is approximately the sum of van der Waals radii. However,
at pH 10.5, this distance is refined to be 2.5 Å, which, as in
the case of mOrange, we interpret to be a superposition of
partially occupied structures containing either a normal
covalent C-O bond (1.43 Å) or a nonbonded contact. The
(2Fo - Fc) electron-density map (Figure 4B) can be
adequately modeled using these two conformations by setting
the occupancy as 80% for the model containing the covalent
bond and 20% for the noncovalent interaction. The B values
were restrained to be 15 Å2, similar to those of nearby atoms.
After 10 cycles of TNT refinement, the distance for the
nonbonded C-O contact, which is not restrained, refined to
be 3.1 Å.
Nonplanar Chromophore Geometry. The chromophores
of all mFruits show significant deviations from planarity,
which is adequately modeled by allowing the two torsion
angles associated with the linkage between the five- and six-
membered rings to deviate from 180° (12) (Figure 4C). The
twist and tilt angles describing the distortion are significantly
larger than those of the fluorescent proteins of the highest
quantum yields such as DsRed and GFP (12) (Table 2) but
less than those of the nonfluorescent chromoproteins KFP
(12) and Rtms5 (10).
DISCUSSION
In fluorescent proteins, changes within the chromophore
cavity have been observed to cause shifts in excitation and
emission maxima by up to 20 nm. Baird et al. (5) drew
attention to the importance of the K83M mutation in DsRed,
which increases the emission (excitation) maximum from 583
(558) to 602 (564) nm. Structural studies of DsRed/K83M
at 2.25 Å resolution suggested that the primary effect of the
mutation was a shift in the position of the charged Lys 70
N! away from the chromophore. Emission shifts of similar
magnitude were observed in GFP resulting from the substitu-
tion T203Y. The introduced aromatic side chain stacks
against the chromophore, producing the popular yellow
fluorescent protein YFP (16). In each case, the substitutions
are presumed to alter the electron-density distribution of the
chromophore in such a way as to increase both emission
and excitation wavelengths, although to different extents.
On the other hand, excitation and emission maxima
exhibited by mFruits span a remarkably large range (540-
590 nm for excitation and 550-650 nm for emission),
suggesting that more than one effect, including additional
covalent modifications to the chromophore, may be operative.
FIGURE 2: Schematic diagram of chromophore environment of
mFruits. (A) mCherry, (B) mStrawberry at pH 9.5, and (C)
mOrange. Hydrogen bonds are shown in dashed lines, labeled with
approximate lengths in angstroms.
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tions that seem to be related to its protonation state. In
mCherry and mStrawberry, Glu 215 appears to be protonated
at pH < 10, while in mOrange, Glu 215 is probably
deprotonated. As evidence for the protonat state and in
contrast to DsRed, in mCherry, Glu 215 forms a hydrogen
bond (2.7 Å) with the imidazolinone ring nitrogen (N2,
Figure 3B). In mStrawberry at pH 9.5, the electron-density
map suggests disorder of Glu 215 with two conformations:
in conformation A, it is hydrogen-bonded to the N2 (2.7 Å)
as in mCherry, while in conformation B, it is further away
from N2 (3.7 Å), as in mOrange (data not shown). In
mStrawberry at pH 10.5, Glu 215 has only one conformation
(4.0 Å from N2) and appears to be hydrated by several water
molecules. We take this observation as evidence that the
chromophore N2 is uncharged, as is commonly assumed.
Unusual CoValent Chromophore Modifications. The (Fo
- Fc) omit map of mOrange, contoured at the 8σ level (green
in Figure 4A), reveals unprecedented covalent modifications
to the protein backbone. The side-chain Oγ of Thr 66 forms
a covalent bond with the carbonyl carbon of Phe 65 to form
2-hydroxy-dihydrooxazole (Scheme 1 and Figure 4A).
However, after automated refinement, the apparent C-O
bond length is unusually long,∼1.55 Å averaged over chains
A and B. We interpret this apparently long bond to be a
consequence of partial maturation and the presence in the
crystal of a statistical mixture of reacted and unreacted
chromophore species (see the Discussion).
In mStrawberry at pH 9.5, Thr 66 Oγ may also react with
the carbonyl carbon of Phe 65 although to a lower extent.
The distance between these atoms refined to be 2.8 Å, which
is approximately the sum of van der Waals radii. However,
at pH 10.5, this distance is refined to be 2.5 Å, which, as in
the case of mOrange, we interpret to be a superposition of
partially occupied structures containing either a normal
covalent C-O bond (1.43 Å) or a nonbonded contact. The
(2Fo - Fc) electron-density map (Figure 4B) can be
adequately modeled using these two conformations by setting
the occupancy as 80% for the model containing the covalent
bond and 20% for the noncovalent interaction. The B values
were restrained to be 15 Å2, similar to those of nearby atoms.
After 10 cycles of TNT refinement, the distance f r the
nonbonded C-O contact, which is not restrained, refined to
be 3.1 Å.
Nonplanar Chromophore Geometry. The chromophor s
of all mFruits show significant deviations from planarity,
which is adequately modeled by allowing he two torsion
angles associated with the linkage between five- and six-
membered rings to deviate from 180° (12) (Figure 4C). The
twist and tilt angles describing the distortion are significantly
larger than those of the fluorescent proteins of the highest
quantum yields such as DsRed and GFP (12) (T ble 2) but
less than those of the nonfluorescent chromoproteins KFP
(12) and Rtms5 (10).
DISCUSSION
In fluorescent proteins, changes within the chromophore
cavity have been observed to cause shifts in excitation and
emission maxima by up to 20 nm. Baird et al. (5) drew
attention to the importance of the K83M mutation in DsRed,
which increases the emission (excitation) maximum from 583
(558) to 602 (564) nm. Structural studies of DsRed/K83M
at 2.25 Å resolution suggested that the primary effect of the
mutation was a shift in the position of the charged Lys 70
N! away from the chromophore. Emission shifts of similar
magnitude were observed in GFP resulting from the substitu-
tion T203Y. The introduced aromatic side chain stacks
against the chromophore, producing the popular yellow
fluorescent protein YFP (16). In each case, the substitutions
are presumed to alter the electron-density distribution of the
chromophore in such a way as to increase both emission
and excitation wavel ngths, although to different extents.
On the other hand, excitation and emission maxima
exhibited by mFruits span a remarkably large range (540-
590 nm for excitation and 550-650 nm for emission),
suggesting that more than one effect, including additional
covalent modifications to the chromophore, may be operative.
FIGURE 2: Schematic diagram of chromophore environment of
mFruits. (A) mCherry, (B) mStrawberry at pH 9.5, and (C)
mOrange. Hydrogen bonds are shown in dashed lines, labeled with
approximate lengths in angstroms.
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tions that seem to be related to its protonation state. In
mCherry and mStrawberry, Glu 215 appears to be protonated
at pH < 10, while in mOrange, Glu 215 is probably
deprotonated. As evidence for the protonation state and in
contrast to DsRed, in mCherry, Glu 215 forms a hydrogen
bond (2.7 Å) with the imidazolinone ring nitrogen (N2,
Figure 3B). In mStrawberry at pH 9.5, the electron-density
map suggests disorder of Glu 215 with two conformations:
in conformation A, it is hydrogen-bonded to the N2 (2.7 Å)
as in mCherry, while in conformation B, it is further away
from N2 (3.7 Å), as in mOrange (data not shown). In
mStrawberry at pH 10.5, Glu 215 has only one conformation
(4.0 Å from N2) and appears to be hydrated by several water
molecules. We take this observation as evidence that the
chromophore N2 is uncharged, as is commonly assumed.
Unusual CoValent Chromophore Modifications. The (Fo
- Fc) omit map of mOrange, contoured at the 8σ level (green
in Figure 4A), reveals unprecedented covalent modifications
to the protein backbone. The side-chain Oγ of Thr 66 forms
a covalent bond with the carbonyl carbon of Phe 65 to form
2-hydroxy-dihydrooxazole (Scheme 1 and Figure 4A).
However, after automated refinement, the apparent C-O
bond length is unusually long,∼1.55 Å averaged over chains
A and B. We interpret this apparently long bond to be a
consequence of partial maturation and the presence in the
crystal of a statistical mixture of reacted and unreacted
chromophore species (see the Discussion).
In mStrawberry at pH 9.5, Thr 66 Oγ may also react with
the carbonyl carbon of Phe 65 although to a lower extent.
The distance between these atoms refined to be 2.8 Å, which
is approximately the sum of van der Waals radii. However,
at pH 10.5, this distance is refined to be 2.5 Å, which, as in
the case of mOrange, we interpret to be a superposition of
partially occupied structures containing either a normal
covalent C-O bond (1.43 Å) or a nonbonded contact. The
(2Fo - Fc) electron-density map (Figure 4B) can be
adequately modeled using these two conformations by setting
the occupancy as 80% for the model containing the covalent
bond and 20% for the noncovalent interaction. The B values
were restrained to be 15 Å2, similar to those of nearby atoms.
After 10 cycles of TNT refinement, the distance for the
nonbonded C-O contact, which is not restrained, refined to
be 3.1 Å.
Nonplanar Chromophore Geometry. The chromophores
of all mFruits show significant deviations from planarity,
which is adequately modeled by allowing the two torsion
angles associated with the linkage between the five- and six-
membered rings to deviate from 180° (12) (Figure 4C). The
twist and tilt angles describing the distortion are significantly
larger than those of the fluorescent proteins of the highest
quantum yields such as DsRed and GFP (12) (Table 2) but
less than those of the nonfluorescent chromoproteins KFP
(12) and Rtms5 (10).
DISCUSSION
In fluorescent proteins, changes within the chromophore
cavity have been observed to cause shifts in excitation and
emission maxima by up to 20 nm. Baird et al. (5) drew
attention to the importance of the K83M mutation in DsRed,
which increases the emission (excitation) maximum from 583
(558) to 602 (564) nm. Structural studies of DsRed/K83M
at 2.25 Å resolution suggested that the primary effect of the
mutation was a shift in the position of the charged Lys 70
N! away from the chromophore. Emission shifts of similar
magnitude were observed in GFP resulting from the substitu-
tion T203Y. The introduced aromatic side chain stacks
against the chromophore, producing the popular yellow
fluorescent protein YFP (16). In each case, the substitutions
are presumed to alter the electron-density distribution of the
chromophore in such a way as to increase both emission
and excitation wavelengths, although to different extents.
On the other hand, excitation and emission maxima
exhibited by mFruits span a remarkably large range (540-
590 nm for excitation and 550-650 nm for emission),
suggesting that more than one effect, including additional
covalent modifications to the chromophore, may be operative.
FIGURE 2: Schematic diagram of chromophore environment of
mFruits. (A) mCherry, (B) mStrawberry at pH 9.5, and (C)
mOrange. Hydrogen bonds are shown in dashed lines, labeled with
approximate lengths in angstroms.
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of a third dihydrooxazole ring (Figure 1D). In the case of
mOrange, however, the structure is a mixture of the mature
(three-ring) and immature (two-ring) forms (11). As a sulfur
atom has a more potent nucleophilic character than an oxygen
atom, the cyclization of the third ring in the mKO chro-
mophore is likely to result in a completely mature structure.
In fact, the observed Sγ-C* bond length in this study (1.83
Å) was in accordance with that of a normal single S-C bond
(1.8 Å). Therefore, the mKO structure could be an appropri-
ate model for understanding the structural features that
control the additional autocatalytic posttranslational modi-
fication processes occurring in GFP-like proteins.
Proposed Formation of the Chromophore. As shown in
Figure 6, we propose that the mKO chromophore matures
in a three-step process. The first step is the formation of 4-(p-
hydroxybenzylidene)-5-imidazolinone, similar to the forma-
tion of the GFP chromophore. Indeed, the green fluorescent
intermediate can be observed transiently in the chromophore
maturation process of tetrameric KO, which is the precursor
of mKO (12). The second step is the formation of the red-
emitting acylimine intermediate, similar to DsRed. Although
the putative intermediate has never been observed, some
mKO mutants, Glu212Ala, Glu212Gln, and Arg69Lys,
exhibit red fluorescence instead of orange (Figure 5). The
DsRed-like red-emitting chromophore is suspected to be the
putative intermediate in the mutants. The third and final step
is the nucleophilic attack by the Sγ ato of Cys65 on the
acylimine moiety of the chromophore in the former inter-
mediate which forms a new five-membered 3-thiazoline ring.
In this formation, abstraction of a proton from the Cys65-
SH group is likely to be an important step in the additional
cyclization required to produce the third 3-thiazoline ing.
The deprotonation would be catalyzed or promoted by the
Glu212 residue, which is possibly present in an anionic form,
via the cyclic interaction network formed by Arg69, Glu147,
His197, Glu212, and a water molecule W2) (Figure 4B).
The network would favor the basic character of Glu212
carboxylate, promoting the deprotonation of the Cys65-SH
group. The significance of the anionic character of Glu212
in proton abstraction from the Cys65-SH group was sup-
ported by our mutation results. Mutation of Glu212 to Ala
or Gln converted mKO into a red-emitting protein with
emission peak maxima at 576 and 571 nm, respectively
(Figure 5), and resulted in inefficient maturation of the
chromophore. As the Ala a Gln residues re no capable
of abstracting a proto from Cys65, the th rd maturation step
would be excluded i the mutants, resulting in a re -e itti
chromophore (Figure 6).
Substitution of Arg69 with Lys also resulted in a red-
emitting protein (λemmax ) 582 nm) with spectral character-
istics similar to those of DsRed (λemmax ) 583 nm) (Figure
5). The quantum yield of the fluorescence consequently
FIGURE 6: Proposed model for formation of the orange-emitting three-ring chromophore in mKO. The chromophore forms green-emitting
and red-emitting acylimine intermediates in the first and second steps, respectively. Subsequently, the acylimine is attacked by the Sγ atom
of Cys65 to form a new five-membered thioamide ring, representing the complete mature orange-emitting chromophore.
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(Lys67, Ser143, L u174, and Arg197 in mK e versus Arg67,
Asn143, Phe174, and His197 in TagRFP), and the mKate
chromophore in the fluorescent state (high pH) has a cis config-
uration. The TagRFP chromophor is involved inmultiple interac-
tions within the b-barrel interior (Figure 2A).
Chromophor Structure in mTagBFP
Electron density of mTagBFP can be interpr ted as being
consistent with the posttranslati al modification of the chromo-
phore-forming tripeptide Leu63-Tyr64-Gly65 that results mainly
in the formation of 4-(4-hydroxybenzyl)-1H-imidazole-5-ol
chromophore. Electron density at Leu63 Ca sugge ts sp2 hybri -
ization, indicating that the blue fluorescent protein mTagBFP
may have an N-acylimine double bond between Ca and N of
Leu63, similar t that observed in red fluoresce proteins.
Slightly diffuse electron density map might indicate a minor
hydrolytic degradation of Leu63 Ca. The cleavage of the first
residue X (in the X-Tyr-Gly) tripeptide has been recently
observed in the chromophores of the fast Fluorescent Ti er
and its blue precursor (Pletnev et al., 2010). Similar phenomenon
might also occur in mTagBFP. This degradation is not caused by
radiation, since electron densities calculated with subsets from
the start of data collection and from the end are almost identical.
To further reveal chemical structure of the mTagBFP chromo-
phore, we subjected the chromophore-bearing pep ide to
mass spectrometry analysis (see below). It confirmed the
presence of the N-acylimine C = N bond in the mTagBFP
chromophore. The Phe62-Leu63 peptide bond is lose to the
cis conformation that is characteristic of red FPs with the N-acy-
limine (Yarbrough et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 2003).
The hydroxyphenyl group of Tyr64 has the noncoplanar
conformationwith thec1 = 136 ± 4! andc2 ="66 ± 4! (Figure 1B).
A similar noncoplanar conformation has been observed in the
dark state of photoswitchable FPs, in chromoproteins and in
FPs with low quantum yields (Prescott et al., 2003; Quillin
et al., 2005; Wilmann et al., 2006; Stiel et al., 2007; Andresen
et al., 2005). The presence of this conformation in mTagBFP is
remarkable, given the high quantum yield of this FP. Because
none of the torsion angles is 0 or 180!, Cb of Tyr64 has sp3
hybridization. On the basis of these data, we suggest that in
mTagBFP the hydroxyphenyl group of Tyr64 is not in conjugati n
with the imidazole ring, and that the Ca-Cb bond of the Tyr64 is
fully reduced. At the same time, the electron density of mTagBFP
suggests that the Ca atom of Tyr64 has mainly planar geometry.
In this conformation, the imidazole ring is coplanar with the C = N
bond of the acylimin in all four molecules o t asymmetric unit.
This finding is consistent with the aromatic character of the imid-
azole ring and suggests sp2 hybridiz tion of Tyr64 Ca. We c not
exclude, how ver, that there may b an alternative conformation
of the chromophore, in which the imidazolone ring is present.
Because themTagBFP crystal structure mainly shows the planar
ge etry of the imid z le ring, t e ket -enol equilibrium
between imidazolone and imidazole-5-ol is shifted toward the
imidazole-5-ol het rocycle. This shift possibly occurs because
the delocaliza ion of electron density in the aromatic imidazole-
5-ol system is more energetically advantageous than that in
the nonarom tic (n nconjugated) imidazolone ring. The
mTagBFP chromophore is involved in ultiple interactions
within the b-barrel interior (Figure 2B). Contacts of the TagRFP
and mTagBFP chromophore-tripeptides with the respective
b-barrel interiors are described in the Supplemental Information.
Spect al Properties of T gRFP and mTagBFP
Spectral variety of FPs is determined by different types of chro-
mophores but also by chromophore interactions with the
surrounding mino a ids within the b-barrels. After denaturation
in aci or alkali, absorbance spectrum reflects the type f the
chromophore structure free from interactions with other resi-
dues. In acidic conditions (0.2 M HCl), TagRFP showed a single
maximum at 387 nm. In alkaline conditions (0.7 M NaOH), it had
a single maximum at 449 nm (Figure 3A). These spectral forms of
the denatured TagRFP were interconvertible, with a change in
conditions from acidic to alkaline and vice versa. The maxima
Figure 1. Structures of the Chromophore-Forming Tripeptides
Superimposed Onto Their (2F -Fc) Electron Density Maps
(A) TagRFP, subun t A.
(B) mTagBFP, subunit A, two orthogonal views. Oxygen and nitr gen at ms
are colored red and blue, respectively. The chromophore backbones for
TagRFP and mTagBFP are shown in orange and cyan, respectively. See
also Figure S1.
Figure 2. Chromophores and Their Envi onm nts in TagRFP and
TagBFP
The chromophore backbones for TagRFP (A) and mTagBFP (B) are shown in
orange and cyan, respectively. The hydrogen bonds are indicated with green
dashed lines, the atoms are colored by atom type, and the water molecules are
shown as red spheres. The Ala59, Thr60, and Ser61 residues are not included
for figure clarity. See also description of contacts of the TagRFP andmTagBFP
chromophores with the respective b-barrel interiors in the Supple ental
Information.
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translational stage,  through a  lens of  focal  length 5 cm. The alignment of  the HeNe beam, and hence  the alignment of  the Nd:YAG beam, with  respect  to  the gasket was monitored through a microscope set up to view the gasket. The translational stage was used to move the gasket so that the HeNe beam was aligned with the center of the indentation prior to opening the Nd:YAG shutter. The  DAC  sits  inside  a  collar  assembly.  This  assembly  contains  the  DAC  and  an adjacent gas membrane within a fixed thickness. The gas membrane is attached to a Diacell GM gas membrane controller, which is connected to a N2 gas cylinder. The gas membrane controller allows for carefully controlled pressure inside the gas membrane. The pressure creates  a  force  pushing  the  diamond  anvils  together,  which  in  turn  is  translated  into pressure inside the sample volume in the gasket. As a result, the gasket deforms plastically and becomes  thinner, which reduces  the volume of  the sample chamber while  increasing the pressure therein (15).   
Pressure Determination   Ruby  crystals  were  loaded  with  every  sample.  The  pressure  inside  the  DAC  was monitored by measuring the ruby fluorescence. The relationship between pressure and the fluorescence profile of  ruby has been previously  characterized  (16, 17). The  fluorescence emission peaks of ruby (λ(R1) = 694.25 nm, λ(R2) = 692.74 nm at ambient pressure (17)) red‐shift with increasing pressure in a well‐known relationship (see Equation 1), such that by measuring the peak fluorescence wavelength of ruby, one can calculate the pressure in the DAC. Immediately after each RFP fluorescence spectrum was taken, a ruby fluorescence spectrum was taken. From these ruby spectra, a Gaussian curve was fit to R1 to determine 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transmitted 532 nm light. In addition, the laser path was set up at an angle with respect to the  achromatic  doublet  (at  the  maximum  angle  allowed  by  the  DAC)  so  that  less  light transmitted through the DAC was captured by the lenses.  
Pressure Run Procedure For  each  run,  ruby  crystals  and  the  protein  of  interest  were  loaded  into  a  fresh gasket  inside  the DAC.  The  clamping  screws  on  the DAC were  then  tightened  slightly  to ensure that the sample was well contained and that the diamond faces were parallel prior to pressure application. This tightening was kept to a minimum so that each pressure run could start at  the  lowest pressure possible. Nevertheless,  initial pressures  inside the DAC were above ambient pressure,  typically 50 – 200 MPa. The DAC was then placed  into the collar assembly, which was hand tightened to ensure that the DAC and the gas membrane were in firm contact, with as little room for expansion as possible. Failure to do so would result  in  a  rupture  in  the  gas  membrane  from  unrestrained  increase  in  volume  upon pressure application.  The  DAC  was  mounted  on  a  three‐dimensional  translational  stage  and  left  to equilibrate  for no  less  than  thirty minutes  to ensure  that  the pressure  in  the sample was constant and uniform. During equilibration, the sample was pre‐aligned with respect to the achromatic doublet by back‐illuminating  the DAC with white  light  from an AvaLight‐HAL Tungsten Halogen Light Source that was fed into the assembly through the fiber optic cable. Coarse  alignment was  achieved  by maximizing  the  transmitted  light  through  the  sample hole.  Then,  the  532  nm  beam  was  aligned  with  the  sample  by  optimizing  protein fluorescence, and the 635 nm beam was aligned with the ruby crystals by optimizing ruby fluorescence. 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After the pressure in the DAC had reached a stable value, a picture was taken of the hole through the use of a digital camera attached to a stereo zoom microscope that was set up  to  view  the  hole, which was  illuminated  from  behind  by  the white  light  source.  This picture was used as a reference to monitor that the hole size and position did not change due  to  plastic  deformation  of  the  gasket  during  a  run  and  to  ensure  the  consistency  of fluorescence  intensity  measurements.  If  the  hole  area  becomes  larger  or  if  the  hole migrates towards the edge of  the diamond,  the stability of  the cell, and thus the safety of the diamonds, is at risk (15). A decrease in hole size can be indicative of sample leaking out of the hole. If the size of the hole was seen to change during the course of a pressure run, that run was aborted. Protein  fluorescence  spectra were  taken while  the  sample was  illuminated by  the 532 nm laser, after which a ruby fluorescence spectrum was taken under  illumination by the 635 nm laser. The  integration time of  the spectrometer was varied  from trial  to  trial, depending on the  intensity of  the protein and ruby  fluorescence. For brighter‐fluorescing proteins, such as mOrange2 and mStrawberry, it was necessary to use an integration time as  short  as  20 milliseconds  to  keep  the  fluorescence  radiation  from  saturating  the  CCD detector  of  the  spectrometer.  For  proteins  whose  fluorescence  was  not  as  bright,  the integration  time  was  necessarily  longer  (up  to  200  ms)  to  ensure  a  good  fluorescence signal. The number of averages taken was adjusted to compromise between a good signal‐to‐noise ratio and a short exposure of  the sample to the  incident beam (range: 10 to 100 averages). Throughout each experiment, the integration time and the number of averages used for each protein spectrum were held constant. 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After  a  picture  of  the  hole  and  both  fluorescence  spectra  were  taken,  the  gas membrane  pressure  was  increased  in  small,  step‐wise  increments  until  the  ruby fluorescence curve visibly shifted, indicating an increase in DAC pressure. Once a shift was seen, the cell was left to equilibrate, again for at least thirty minutes. After equilibration, a picture of  the hole  and  the protein  and  ruby  fluorescence  spectra were  again  taken. The pressure in the DAC was then increased until another ruby fluorescence shift was seen. On average, pressure increments ranged from 100 to 200 MPa. This procedure was repeated until the protein fluorescence was inevitably extinguished.   
Reversibility Test Procedure   The experimental process of each reversibility test was very similar to the process of  each  pressure  run.  The  sample  loading,  the  optical  alignment,  and  the  spectra  taking were  identical  to  the  process  stated  above.  The  procedure was  different  in  the  pressure application. For proteins whose  fluorescence was shown in the pressure runs to  increase with the advent of pressure, the pressure inside the DAC was first increased to the pressure at  which  the  highest  fluorescence  intensity  was  obtained.  After  the  cell  was  left  to equilibrate and the picture and spectra were taken, the pressure in the gas membrane was decreased  to  ambient  pressure,  and  the  cell  was  left  to  equilibrate.  Relevant  data  were again taken. This procedure of an increase in pressure followed by a pressure release was repeated  twice  more:  First  to  the  pressure  at  which  the  protein  fluorescence  was diminished to half of its maximum intensity and then to the pressure at which the protein fluorescence  was  nearly  unobservable.  For  proteins  whose  intensity  did  not  initially increase  with  increased  pressure,  the  pressure  was  only  increased  twice:  Once  to  the pressure at which the protein fluorescence was diminished to half of its maximum intensity 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(p1/2), and then to a pressure at which the protein fluorescence was nearly unobservable. It must be noted that although the pressure in the gas membrane was decreased to ambient pressure, the sample pressure usually did not completely revert to the initial pressure, due to  irreversible plastic deformation of  the gasket. At  the  time of  this writing, only a single reversibility  test  had  been  performed  for  each  protein.  The  experiments  are  currently being reproduced.   
Data Evaluation For  the analysis of  each pressure  run, both  the protein  fluorescence  intensity  and the  fluorescence  spectra  were  plotted  as  a  function  of  DAC  pressure.  The  protein fluorescence intensity was found by integrating the area underneath the fluorescence curve between two fixed wavelengths that encompassed the bulk of the peak (TagRFP‐S, TagRFP‐T, mOrange2: 550 – 630 nm; mKO: 544 – 650 nm; mCherry: 570 – 650 nm; mStrawberry: 550  –  650  nm).  Hard  limits  on  the  possible  integration  interval  were  imposed  by  the longpass  filter  (550  nm)  and  by  the  wings  of  the  ruby  fluorescence  peaks,  which  were observed to be negligible for λ<650 nm.  Each fluorescence intensity versus pressure graph was  linearly  interpolated  to  create  data  points  in  100 MPa  increments,  and  these  values were  averaged  across  several  runs  to  create  an  average  curve  for  each  protein.  The maximum  fluorescence  intensity  in  each  average  curve  was  normalized  to  1.    To approximate  the  error  associated  with  these  averaged  curves,  the  differences  between intensities  of  each  interpolated  data  set  and  the  averaged  interpolated  data  set  were calculated  for  each  100  MPa  interval.  These  values  were  compiled  for  each  RFP,  and  a standard deviation of these differences was calculated and used as an estimate for the error 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Figure 6: mKO fluorescence spectra at different pressures.      Increasing  pressure  from  ambient  conditions  resulted  in  decreasing  fluorescence intensity (see Figure 5). The pressure at which the fluorescence intensity had decreased to half of the maximum value (p1/2) was found to be roughly 530 MPa, and the fluorescence signal was nearly extinguished by 1.5 GPa. The  fluorescence peak  showed a  ca. 100 cm‐1 (562 nm to 559 nm) blue shift upon an initial increase of pressure from ambient conditions followed by a  red shift or possibly  the emergence of a  second,  lower energy, peak as  the fluorescence was nearly extinguished (see Figure 6). 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Figure 7: A reversibility test of mKO relating fluorescence intensity to pressure. Arrows indicate the experimental pressurization sequence.     Pressure‐dependent fluorescence depletion of mKO was found to be predominantly irreversible (see Figure 7). After releasing pressure from its p1/2 value, only twenty percent of the depleted fluorescence intensity of mKO was recovered. Upon releasing pressure from the pressure at which the fluorescence signal was nearly extinguished, only four percent of the depleted intensity was recovered.       

































 Figure 8: Fluorescence spectra of mOrange2 as a function of pressure.      In contrast to mKO, the other tricyclic RFP tested, mOrange2 fluorescence intensity increased upon an initial increase in pressure from ambient conditions (see Figure 5). The intensity  reached  its  maximum  at  500  MPa,  and  p1/2  was  found  to  be  1.13  GPa.  The fluorescence  signal  was  nearly  extinguished  by  1.5  GPa.  However,  some  fluorescence intensity was found to remain at 7 GPa. At 1.2 GPa, well beyond the peak  in  fluorescence intensity,  the  fluorescence  spectrum  showed  the  abrupt  emergence  and  dominance  of  a second  peak,  roughly  600  cm‐1  lower  in  energy  than  the  fluorescence  peak  at  ambient pressure  (see  Figure  8).  For  pressures  characterized  by  a  spectrum  similar  to  that  at 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Figure 9: A reversibility test of mOrange2 relating fluorescence intensity to pressure. Arrows indicate the experimental pressurization sequence.    The  initial  increase  in  fluorescence  intensity  was  found  to  be  predominantly irreversible  (see  Figure  9).  After  increasing  the  pressure  beyond  the  peak  intensity pressure of mOrange2 until the fluorescence intensity was twenty percent of its maximum value,  the  release of  gas membrane pressure  led  to a nearly  seventy percent  recovery of 
































fluorescence  intensity.  Upon  releasing  pressure  after  the  fluorescence  signal  was  nearly extinguished, over  forty percent of  the  fluorescence  intensity was regained. These values indicate  that  the  pressure‐induced  fluorescence  depletion  of  mOrange2  is  partially reversible.  The  emergence  and  dominance  of  the  lower  energy,  high  pressure  peak was observed to be reversible.  
B.   Variants with bicyclic chromophores: TagRFP‐S, TagRFP‐T, and mCherry, and mStrawberry   
 Figure 10: Fluorescence intensity vs. DAC pressure relationships for RFPs with tricyclic chromophores. Arrows denote the observed p1/2 of each RFP.    




































 Figure 11: Fluorescence spectra of TagRFP‐S as a function of pressure.    Upon  the  increase  of  pressure  to  roughly  250 MPa,  the  fluorescence  of  TagRFP‐S showed  a  modest  increase  in  intensity  (see  Figure  10).  Further  pressure  application resulted in a decrease in fluorescence intensity. Half of the peak intensity remained at 500 MPa, and less than a quarter remained by the time 700 MPa was reached. After this point, fluorescence depletion slowed, and residual fluorescence was detected at pressures up to 6 GPa.  A  blue  shift  of  ca.  100  cm‐1  (581  nm  to  578  nm)  was  detected  as  pressure  was increased from initial conditions to pressures at which the fluorescence signal was nearly extinguished (see Figure 11). 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Figure 12: A reversibility test of TagRFP‐S relating fluorescence intensity to pressure. Arrows indicate the experimental pressurization sequence.   The  initial  increase  in  intensity exhibited by TagRFP‐S upon  the onset of pressure was found to be reversible within the error bars of  the experiment (see Figure 12). After releasing  gas  membrane  pressure  from  its  p1/2  value,  pressure‐induced  fluorescence depletion in TagRFP‐S was found to be irreversible.      

































 Figure 13: Fluorescence spectra of TagRFP‐T as a function of pressure.     The fluorescence intensity of TagRFP‐T increased substantially upon the increase of pressure  from  ambient  pressure  to  300  MPa  (see  Figure  10).  After  this  point,  the fluorescence  signal  began  to  diminish,  with  a  p1/2  value  of  700  MPa.  The  TagRFP‐T waterfall  plot  reveals  a  ca.  100  cm‐1  blue  shift  (585  nm  to  581  nm)  as  pressure  was increased from initial conditions to pressures at which the fluorescence signal was nearly extinguished (see Figure 13). 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Figure 14: A reversibility test of TagRFP‐T relating fluorescence intensity to pressure. Arrows indicate the experimental pressurization sequence.     The  initial  increase  in TagRFP‐T  fluorescence  intensity  as  pressure was  increased from  ambient  conditions was  found  to  be  partially  reversible,  as much  of  the  increased intensity remained after the release of gas membrane pressure (see Figure 14). Pressure‐dependent fluorescence depletion was found to be irreversible.       

































 Figure 15: Fluorescence spectra of mStrawberry as a function of pressure.    The  fluorescence  measurements  of  mStrawberry  reveal  a  substantial  increase  in intensity upon the increase of pressure from ambient pressure to 350 MPa, beyond which fluorescence intensity began to diminish (see Figure 10). The pressure at which half of the fluorescence  was  depleted  was  found  to  be  670  MPa,  and  nearly  all  fluorescence  was extinguished  by  1.5  GPa.  The  fluorescence  peak was  found  to  be  centered  at  596  nm  at pressures up to 200 MPa (before the peak intensity pressure was reached) (see Figure 15). Upon further increases in pressure, a second peak, ca. 800 cm‐1 higher in energy than the fluorescence  peak  at  ambient  pressure  (568  nm),  began  to  dominate  the  fluorescence 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Figure 16: A reversibility test of mStrawberry relating fluorescence intensity to pressure. Arrows indicate the experimental pressurization sequence.     The  initial  increase  in  mStrawberry  fluorescence  intensity  was  found  to  be reversible  (see  Figure  16).  Upon  releasing  pressure  after  roughly  eighty  percent  of  the fluorescence  was  depleted,  roughly  twenty  percent  of  the  maximum  fluorescence  was recovered,  suggesting  partial  reversibility.  Similarly,  the  roughly  seven‐fold  increase  in fluorescence  intensity obtained after releasing the pressure required to nearly extinguish 
































fluorescence indicates that the pressure‐dependent fluorescence depletion of mStrawberry is partially reversible. Because the DAC pressure did not decrease to below 200 MPa upon the  release  of  gas  membrane  pressure,  the  reversibility  of  the  high‐pressure  peak emergence  and  dominance  could  not  be  evaluated.    New  reversibility  test  runs  are currently underway.    
mCherry   
 Figure 17: Fluorescence spectra of mCherry as a function of pressure.    Increasing  pressure  from  ambient  conditions  led  to  a  decrease  in  fluorescence intensity in mCherry (see Figure 10). The pressure at which fluorescence intensity was half of  its  maximum  value  occurred  at  300  MPa,  and  fluorescence  was  nearly  extinguished 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around 1.5 GPa. The fluorescence curve blue‐shifted roughly 400 cm‐1 (610 nm to 595 nm), most  of  which  occurred  when  the  fluorescence  intensity  was  nearly  extinguished  (see Figure 17). 
 Figure 18: A reversibility test of mCherry relating fluorescence intensity to pressure. Arrows indicate the experimental pressurization sequence.   Upon releasing gas membrane pressure after the pressure was increased to its p1/2 value, the pressure‐induced fluorescence depletion seen in mCherry was found to be nearly completely  irreversible  (see  Figure  18).  Releasing  pressure  after  the  fluorescence  signal was  nearly  extinguished  resulted  in  a  six  percent  intensity  recovery,  suggesting predominant irreversibility. 
































IV. Discussion      Fluorescence  intensity  enhancement  by  pressure  (similar  to  that  observed  in TagRFP‐S, TagRFP‐T, mOrange2 and mStrawberry) has been  found before  in  the cases of GFP and BFP (1, 2). Mauring et al. calculated that the volume of BFP decreases by ~9% at 570  MPa.  This  constriction  results  in  the  strengthening  of  existing  non‐covalent interactions  and  the  formation  of  additional  hydrogen  bonds  between  the  chromophore and surrounding residues, which reduce the mobility of the chromophore. The increase in fluorescence  intensity  in  BFP,  and  analogously  in  many  RFP  variants,  is  a  result  of  the reduction in the number of conformational states available for the chromophore to sample (2). In the same study, it is postulated that the ground electronic state of the chromophore has multiple conformations at ambient pressure, the excited state of one or more of which decays  by  nonradiative means  (2).  External  pressure may  confine  the  chromophore  to  a single,  fluorescent  conformation.  Because  the  high  pressure  peak  of  mStrawberry dominates  its  fluorescence  spectrum  at  its  maximum  intensity  pressure,  a  covalent modification  in  its  chromophore  structure  might  add  to  this  intensity  enhancement. Possible  loss  of  hydrogen  bonds  stabilizing  the  chromophores  as  pressure  is  applied  to mKO  and mCherry may  be  responsible  for  the  absence  of  fluorescence  enhancement  in these proteins.   Pressure‐dependent  fluorescence  depletion  is  consistent  with  the  results  of Hummer  et  al.  (18),  who  explained  pressure‐induced  denaturing  of  proteins  by incorporation  of  water  molecules  into  the  protein  core,  disrupting  hydrophobic interactions.  Contrasting  previous  research,  which  indicates  that  single  string  proteins denature  in  the 100 MPa range (19),  the higher pressures required to denature RFPs are 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consistent with the pressure stability of GFP (11). Residual fluorescence at pressures up to 6  GPa  in  TagRFP‐S,  7  GPa  in  TagRFP‐T,  and  7  GPa  in  mOrange2  may  be  explained  by arguing that, in a fraction of the proteins in solution, the stable, covalently bound residues that constitute the chromophore remained intact after protein denaturation. A deformation in  the  beta  barrel  structure  of  the  RFP,  caused  by  external  pressure,  may  also  be responsible  for  fluorescence depletion;  a deformation  could  result  in  a  loss of  stabilizing hydrogen bonds surrounding the chromophore. The  gradual  blue‐shift  of  the  fluorescence  spectra  observed  in  all  proteins  can  be qualitatively  explained  as  a  reduction  in  the  flexibility  of  the  chromophore  in  both  the ground  and  excited  electronic  states.  As  a  result,  the  excited  state  minimum  energy conformation  is  forced  closer  to  the  ground  state  conformation,  changing  the  Franck‐Condon factors and shifting the envelope of the fluorescence spectrum to higher energies.    A  possible  explanation  for  the  emergence  of  a  higher  energy  peak  found  in mStrawberry could lie in the protonation of its chromophoric phenoxide, possibly donated by Ser146, which would result  in  its  change  in hybridization  from sp2  to sp3. This would remove the π electrons of oxygen from the conjugated system, decreasing its overall degree of conjugation. The energy spacing between the ground electronic and first excited states would then be increased, causing a blue shift in mStrawberry fluorescence. The reason for the absence of this effect in the other proteins studied is not known; subtle differences in the local environments of the phenoxide groups could be responsible. Subach et al. suggested that the blue‐shifted fluorescence peak of TagBFP in relation to TagRFP‐S may be due to the reduction of the Cα – Cβ bond in the Tyrosine residue of the chromophore, which  results  in a  loss of  conjugation between  the hydroxyphenyl and  the 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imidazolone rings (12). In TagBFP, this allows for deviation of the two rings from coplanar geometry.  Theoretically,  a  pressure‐induced  conformational  change  in  the  chromophore pocket  of  mStrawberry  could  require  the  chromophore  to  deviate  from  planarity  in  a similar fashion, which would blue shift  its fluorescence profile. However, the ca. 800 cm‐1 shift exhibited by mStrawberry is substantially less than the nearly 5000 cm‐1 difference in fluorescence energies between TagRFP‐S and TagBFP,  indicating that this phenomenon is not occurring in mStrawberry at high pressures.  Another  possible  explanation  for  the  blue‐shifted  high  pressure  peak  in mStrawberry  is  a  chromophore  isomerization  from  the  cis  configuration  to  the  trans. Nienhaus et al. argued that the emission spectrum of d2RFP630 in the trans conformation is roughly 20 nm blue shifted from the cis  confirmation emission spectrum (9). The 28 nm blue shift from the ambient pressure peak to the high pressure peak in mStrawberry may be analogously explained by a cis/trans isomerization. However, the pressure on the beta barrel  must  be  considered;  the  200  MPa  necessary  to  accomplish  this  peak  shift  may constrict  the  chromophore pocket  so  that  there  is  insufficient  space  in  the  chromophore pocket for this isomerization to occur.  The  emergence  of  a  lower  energy  peak  in  mOrange2  may  be  caused  by  the decyclization  of  the  dihydrooxazole  ring.  Crystal  structures  from  the  study  by  Shu  et  al. depicted the bond length between the side chain oxygen of Thr66 and the carbonyl carbon of Phe65 in the crystal structure of mOrange, a close relative of mOrange2, to be unusually long  (~1.55  Å),  suggesting  a  mixture  of  the  nucleophilically  reacted  (tricyclic  – dihydrooxazole ring present) and unreacted (bicyclic – dihydrooxazole ring absent) species (10). A transition of dominance from the tricyclic form to the bicyclic form at high pressure, 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V. Conclusion   Pressure‐induced  fluorescence  enhancements  of  TagRFP‐S,  TagRFP‐T,  mOrange2, and mStrawberry may  be  attributed  to  a  reduction  in  the  conformational  states  of  their chromophores. In the case of mStrawberry, additional effects due to the possible change of the chromophore at relatively low pressures could add to this enhancement.  Fluorescence depletion  is  consistent  with  the  pressure  denaturation  of  the  proteins  due  to  the incorporation of water  into  the hydrophobic core or by deformation of  the chromophore pocket.  Blue  shifts  in  RFP  fluorescence  with  increasing  pressure  are  a  result  of  chromophore  stiffening.  The  existence  of  two  separate  peaks,  one  dominating  at  low pressures  and  the  other  at  high  pressures,  in  mStrawberry  and  mOrange2  may  be  the result  of  phenoxide  protonation  and  decyclization,  respectively.  Pressure‐dependent fluorescence  depletion  was  found  to  be  partially  reversible  only  in  mOrange2  and mStrawberry. 
 
VI. Future Directions 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